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A timeline of the expanding Universe



But it took quite sometime for the idea of an expanding 
Universe (and the Big Bang theory) to establish over other!
ideas (like the steady state). 

The expanding Universe pillars!
!

• The Hubble diagram exibiting expansion!
• Light elements abundance (Big Bang Nucleosynthesis)!
• Existence of the CMB and in particular the Black Body      

spectrum



The expanding Universe pillars!
!

• The Hubble diagram exibiting expansion!
• Light elements abundance (Big Bang Nucleosynthesis)!
• Existence of the CMB and in particular the Black Body      

spectrum

which observational evidencia also leading to!
!

• Existence of dark-matter and dark-energy!
• Evolution of small perturbations!
• Where did the perturbations came from? Inflation (?)



1920’s: Edwin P. Hubble demuestra que lo que hasta entonces eran conocidos 
como "nebulosas espirales" son en realidad galaxias enteras que contienen 
cientos de miles de millones de estrellas. La Vía Láctea no es todo el Universo!	

!
1924: Hubble anuncia que ha identificado estrellas cefeidas en la galaxia de 
Andrómeda, confirmando que es una galaxia de estrellas en lugar de una 
nebulosa gaseosa. Esto permite medir su distancia	

!
!

Un poco de historia …

El diagrama de Hubble
[ESP]



1920’s: Edwin P. Hubble demonstrated that the small hazy patches of light 
which were then known as "spiral nebulae" are actually entire galaxies 
containing hundreds of billions of stars. Milky way is not the whole Universe! 	

!
1924: Hubble announces that he has identified Cepheid variable stars in the 
Andromeda galaxy, confirming that it is a galaxy of stars rather than a gaseous 
nebula and making it possible to measure its distance.	


A bit of history

The Hubble diagram.



Hubble’s expansion diagram (1929)

Velocity–distance relation among extra-galactic nebulae. 
Radial velocities, corrected for solar motion are plotted against 
distances estimated from involved stars and mean luminosities 
of nebulae in a cluster. The black discs and full line represent the 
solution for solar motion by using the nebulae individually; the 
circles and broken line represent the solution combining the 
nebulae into groups; the cross represents the mean velocity 
corresponding to the mean distance of 22 nebulae whose 
distances could not be estimated individually.

500km/s/Mpc !
(very off from current)



1920’s: Edwin P. Hubble demonstrated that the small hazy patches of light 
which were then known as "spiral nebulae" are actually entire galaxies 
containing hundreds of billions of stars. Milky way is not the whole Universe! 	

!
1924: Hubble announces that he has identified Cepheid variable stars in the 
Andromeda galaxy, confirming that it is a galaxy of stars rather than a gaseous 
nebula and making it possible to measure its distance.	
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1929: Hubble’s redshift formula; 	

Universe is expanding!	

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 v = H d	

!

v is the galaxy's radial outward velocity, 	

d is the galaxy's distance from Earth, 	

H is the “Hubble constant” ~ 70 km/sec/Mpc	
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Expansion Rate!
!

H =(da/dt) / a

Scale Factor!
!

“a”

Age of Universe!
!

~ 1 / H ~ 13 billon years 
(1.3 1010 yrs)

“a”

t0

t1



1915: Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity!
1922: Friedmann gives the theory of an expanding universe.!
1925: Pauli announces the exclusion principle, essential to 
understanding spectral lines of stars and nebulae.!
1927: Lemaître publishes an expanding-universe cosmology and a 
distance-redshift relation !
1929: Hubble’s redshift formula; Universe is expanding!
!

Before Hubble’s the idea of a static universe was very sacred. Even Einstein 
could not believe the notion of an expanding universe which his very own 
equations were telling him. He removed the possibility of a non-static 
universe by adding a cosmological constant Λ, which he initially thought 
that it was a mistake.!
!

On the theory side .. 



1915: Einstein publica su Teorica de la Relatividad General 	

1922: Friedmann encuentra una solución que da un Universo en expansión	

1925: Pauli anuncia su Principio de Exclusión, que es esencial para 
entender las lineas espectrales de estrellas y nebulas	

1927: Lemaître encuentra independientemente una solución cosmológica 
expansiva y una relación distancia redshift 	

1929: Fórmula de redshift de Hubble; el Universo se expande	

!

Antes del descubrimiento de Hubble, la idea de un universo estático era 
muy preferida. Incluso Einstein no creía la noción de un universo en 
expansión, que sus propias ecuaciones predecían. Y quitó la posibilidad de 
un universo en expansión añadiendo una constante cosmológica Λ.	


Hubble prefería pensar que los desplazamientos al rojo se debían a algún 
principio no reconocido de la naturaleza. Aparentemente Einstein visitó a 
Hubble y trató de convencerlo que el universo se estaba expandiendo(!)

Del lado teórico … [ESP]



Hubble instead always remained uncertain of an expanding Universe, 
preferring to think that galaxy redshifts were due to some un-recognised 
principle of nature. Einstein apparently once visited Hubble and tried to 
convince him otherwise .. 

On the theory side .. 

If we want to measure the expansion rate we need to !
reach higher leverage 



Fast forward in time



Supernovae Type Ia

standar(disable) candleswhite dwarf explosion 



two teams: high-z supernovae and SN cosmology project



Distant Supernovae are dimmer 
than in a Universe dominated by 
matter, something is moving 
those sources further away



Distant Supernovae are dimmer 
than in a Universe dominated by 
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THE COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND!
!

CMB is a key prediction of the hot Big Bang model

• Temperature of about 2.73 K !
• Black body spectrum (only depends on temperature)!
• Dipole due to the motion of the Earth !
• Tiny fluctuations if we are to see structure today 



In 1965 Penzias & Wilson were studying the radiation collected by a large horn 
antenna when they found an excess radiation equivalent to a 3.5 +/- 1 K while in  
low temperature reference  load. They did not know what this excess meant!

Dicke, Peebles, Roll & Wilkinson at MIT were also after this measurement but 
were scooped .. and knew what it was

1978 Nobel prize in Physics !
(strong step for expanding universe theory!)



After that we measured CMB using satellites (to avoid ground emission / RFI .. )!
we expected a Black-body spectrum and some (small) anisotropies.!
!

COBE satellite: up 1989-1992 Final data 1996 !
!

+ DIRBE an infrared detector to map dust emission



CMB dipole

Due to the motion of the Earth at 600 km/s (originally !
discovered in the 70’s but now very well measured)



CMB homogeneity and isotropy

T = 2.728 K

This is the actual data at one frequency of the 
spectrophotometer ! .. very smooth



Nearly perfect black-body!
spectrum (error bars !
enlarged by a factor 400!)!



fluctuations of 1 part in 100,000 !! .. seeds for structure formation

CMB anisotropies measured by DMR

G. Smoot and J. Mather !
Nobel Prize in Physics 2006



[Fast Forward] By now we have gone way forward with CMB with 
satellites  using various frequency channels (to correct for foregrounds), 
higher sensitivity and angular resolution detectors, and including 
polarisation measurements ..  to make it “the” source of our current 
cosmological knowledge!

WMAP : up 2001-2010 Final data 2012!
Planck: up 2009-2013 Final data 2018 (this year!)!
Also many ground based measurements for small scales at higher resolution .. !



WMAP 5yrs 



Planck 2018



The success of the CMB 
COBE, WMAP, Planck ..

Temperature 
Polarization



The success of the CMB 
COBE, WMAP, Planck ..

Temperature Polarization



Everyone

with only 6 parameters





Cosmological parameters 

• With WMAP the peaks of the CMB already tell us about the need for dark matter!

• The real size of the first peak plus priors on the age tells us the geometry!

• If neutrinos had mass: streaming kills of those peaks so upper limit on neutrino mass.!

• CMB fluctuations should match to those measured from galaxy survey

In the context of  LCDM (+ some assumptions, e.g. Flat Universe) CMB is 
extremely constraining:!
! ! !
flat six-parameter LCDM from adiabatic fluctuations —> Concordance Model!
!



Same problems with the expanding Universe

Flatness problem : need of a very fine tuned value!
of the density of matter and energy. 

Horizon problem : we see the “same” universe (e.g. same!
temperature) everywhere but not all those points  have !
had time to talk to each other

Absence of magnetic monopoles

Origin of initial fluctuations 



Flatness problem 

our Universe

One can show that the evolution of the 
energy density is unstable. Any deviation 
from a critical value given by  !
!
!
in the past will lead to very high or very 
low values today.!
!

Too dense , cease expansion, big crunch 

Too empty , gravity can not pull together structure 

if close to 1 now .. then really close to 1 in early universe



We see the universe as the same from all directions. Not all these 
spots have had time to talk to each other.

Horizon problem 

Today we get photons from the whole 
last-scattering surface but at the time they 
were emitted the Universe was only 
300,000 years old, only very small patches 
had time to enter into causal contact. !
Today those patches subtend about ~ 1 
degree … yet all the sky has the same 
CMB temperature !! 



Magnetic monopoles !
!

If early universe was very hot a large number of heavy 
and stable magnetic monopoles (exotic relics) should 
exist today according to some Grand Unified Theories. 
But we don’t observe them today (!).



Inflation (1979) .. in words

At some point very early in the universe we had a period purely dominated by !
a cosmological constant  for which the expansion is exponential (this is not the !
present Λ or dark energy)!
!
!
Blow up a small region that had fully homogeneized to enormous size!
• Solves homogeneity problem (observable scales today had been in causal contact)!
• Solves monopole problem (for earlier first order phase transitions, they get diluted!)!
That bit also gets really flat !
•Solves flatness problem!
During the blowup: quantum fluctuations get very big, become real fluctuations!
•Possible seeds of structure formation (need of super-horizon fluctuations)!
•Observations suggest initial fluctuations are Gaussian [as the simple models predict]!

R is the scale factor



Back to Dark Matter : Some of the first evidence for it

The Galactic Rotation Curve:!

• Speed at which stars in outer part of Galaxy rotate around centre stays !
relatively constant rather than falling off as would be expected if matter distribution 
matches distribution of stars, dust and gas.!
• Can only be explained if the galaxy lies in  !

 a massive halo of matter that we cannot !
 detect except by its gravitational effects.!

• This is called the Dark Matter Halo.!

predicted

observed

Albada et al (1985)

1985 : rotation curve of stars in spiral galaxy 



• Globular clusters: also more matter needed than visible !
to bound them!
• Seen in essentially all galaxies!
• Clusters of galaxies!
• Dark matter needed for galaxy formation!
• Weigh galaxies by gravitational lensing: see directly  

dark matter!
• Colliding galaxies: dust interacts strongly, stars less, 

dark matter even less!

Dark Matter : Other evidence for dark-matter 



galaxies x-ray gas weak lensing mass
Dark Matter : The Bullet Cluster 



Last but not least  .. Large Scale Structure ! 

The distribution of galaxies, 
filaments, clusters and voids 
would not be possible without!
dark matter. !
!
Baryons would not have 
enough time to collapse since 
recombination and CMB 
decoupling (also, at that time 
baryons were in sound waves)!
!
Also, the relative clustering at 
small to large scales rules out 
Om=1 Universe. Something 
like       is favoured�

in fact this was already becoming !
evident in the 90’s !!



Last but not least  .. Large Scale Structure ! 

Also, the relative clustering at 
small to large scales rules out 
Om=1 Universe. We need 
something (  !) to slow down 
collapse at small scales.

�

2-point correlation function in the !
APM Survey (Efstathiou 1992)

�m = 1

�m < 1



Expanding Universe is well stablished!
!
Plenty of evidence for dark-matter (although direct searches unsuccessful and 
have constrained upper mass bounds to lower than expectations)!
!
Dark matter has to be cold (or warm)!
!
Initial conditions. The mechanism for it must!
generate super-horizon fluctuations, close to!
Gaussian and scale invariant  [we’ll see this]!
!
Accelerating Universe also well established!
!
Concordance LCDM fits many observations !
(flat Universe with 6 parameters)!
!
Equation of state of DE bound to ~ 5% [?]!
 !
Neutrinos, they exist and have mass ! even from astrophysical sources

What we know .. 



Explore extensions of LCDM (recall CMB is strongly degenerate for this!)!
!
Currently there are tensions in H0 (between CMB and local measurements)!
as well as mild one regarding amplitude of fluctuations and Om  (see below)!
!
New tests of initial conditions, are primordial fluctuations Gaussian?!
!
Nature of Dark Energy (even if Lambda .. it has a very small value!) ? !
or Modifications of GR ?!
!
Currently .. rather poor constrains on time variation of dark energy equation of !
state, or modified gravity potentials !
!
Extra relativistic degrees of freedom beyond standard 3 neutrino species ?!
!
Total neutrino mass ? (              will impact all the observations even if small)!
!
Nonzero spatial curvature in the extended parameter space!
!
— We need probes of growth of structure

What we are still on search for .. 

�� �= 0

-> Galaxy surveys
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➡ Geometry: distance vs. redshift 
(expansion history, SNIa and BAO)
!

✦ redshift tells degree of expansion
✦ light-travel distance = time
!

!
➡  Dynamics: structure growth
(growth history: e.g. Clusters - Weak Lensing - Gal Clustering)
!

✦ growth rate depends on matter density
✦ evolution in matter density ⟷ 

evolution in dark energy density

Measuring Dark Energy
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we need both to disentangle GR vs DE !

Friemann, Turner and Huterer



Galaxy Surveys .- (roughly speaking) either well measured positions or well 
measured shapes 

Observables ? 



Observables .- Clusters Abundance

Number density of clusters 	

!

• sensitive to growth of structure 	

because they are the most massive 	

structures to collapse	

• sensitive to volume sampled  

additional expansion history 	

constraints	


!

Problem : understand 	

(DM) Mass - Observable relation 	




Observables . - Galaxy Power Spectrum (redshift space distortions)

But the collapse of galaxies is different along and transverse to the line 
of sight .. this seeds information on growth rate of structure (RSD)

at once



Observables . - Weak Gravitational Lensing

Direct measure of the distribution of mass in the Universe, as 
opposed as the distribution of light (i.e. galaxy positions)

Measure distortion matrix w/ shapes



3

experimental landscapeSurvey of Cosmological Surveys

Imaging (photometric) survey

Spectroscopic survey

PAUS

+ CMB polarization experiments, radio surveys, SKA (21 cm), .. 

Future looks!
very exciting !!



Outline of the course
[1] Introduction ! (Friedman Robertson Metric, Distances, Energy Components,  Dynamics)!
[2] Perturbations ! (Very Basics of Inflation, Linear evolution of fluctuations at late times, !
! ! ! ! ! Nonlinear Evolution - Perturbation theory (bispectrum, moments)!
!
[3] Gaussian fields, N-point statistics, what do we measure?!
!
[4] Another approach to structure formation: N-body simulations: basic idea and state ! ! ! !
[5] Galaxy Surveys (past and ongoing)!
 !
[6] Structure Formation (Spherical Collapse, Halo Mass Function, Link to Cluster Abundance)!
!
[7] Structure Formation (Clustering and Biasing of tracers, Halo bias, Galaxy bias and stochasticity)!
!
[8] Observables !
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations !
Redshift Space Distortions (Kaiser Effect, Multipoles)!
Results from BOSS!
!
[9] Observables!
Weak Gravitational Lensing - Results from DES!
!
[10] Future surveys and still open questions!



Slides for perturbation 
theory and structure 
formation - class # 4



Observed distribution of galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

slice through the 3D map of galaxies



 

Distribution of Structure in an N-body simulation

Simulations resemble the observed distribution of galaxies pretty well on 
large scale —> Large Scale Structure



1) How does structure form and evolve in time?



1) How does structure form and evolve in time?

— From equally probable over-densities and under-densities to mostly empty space  
with high peaks of concentrated matter (and galaxies) and filaments.



2) How does structure distribute itself in space?



2) How does structure distribute itself in space?

Tracing the evolution of each galaxy in the Universe is an impossible task. We use a 
statistical description and try to relate the distribution we observe to the initial 
conditions and the content of the Universe.

— Running simulations is costly. We will learn to do this analytically to some extent.



3) Statistical Characterisation (cumulants and correlation functions)

We will  use n-point correlation functions of the density perturbations.

— Why the power spectrum & correlation function have that particular shape ? 
!
— How to relate it to physics of early universe and cosmological parameters.



Structure growth : evolution of fluctuations during matter domination  
and during radiation domination.

Perturbation Theory : Linear and higher order PT. 

Statistical Description, cumulants and correlation functions

Baryon Acoustic Oscillations 

Spherical Collapse

Outline

bibliography - in addition to the one given by Enrique, check http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0112551  

“Large-Scale Structure of the Universe and Cosmological Perturbation Theory”  
 F. Bernardeau et al. 2002



Standard perturbation theory expands the density contrast in terms of the 
linear solution, 

This expansion is valid at large scales where 
fluctuations are small, but it brakes down 
when approaching the nonlinear regime  
where                             
                 

One needs to sum up all orders to get  
meaningful answers !! 

Linear  
order 

1 - loop terms 



This shows that structure is distributed along  
filaments (maximum power at theta=0 and 180deg)


